Chapter 3: The Start and Acceleration
A Trick for Teaching the Step Pattern for the 100
When explaining the step pattern for the 100meter dash and
how one should attack it, I use the analogy of a basketball spinning
on my finger. Pretend the surface of the basketball is like the surface
of the track. Your hand, as it pushes the basketball on your finger is
like your feet. As you start to spin the basketball your hand uses long
firm strokes, similar to the powerful steps we want out of the
acceleration pattern. As the surface of the basketball (or track)
speeds up so must your hand. This description mimics the pattern of
stride frequency increasing through the acceleration phase. At some
point, your hand and basketball cannot spin any faster, and now you
have reached Max Velocity. At the point of terminal velocity, the
timing of your hand strikes is critical, or the ball will fall off your
hand as it slows down and loses balance (deceleration). Therefore,
we must have quick hand strokes, just as the stride pattern must
maintain a high frequency at the end of a race. Kids understand this
idea. I got this trick from a USATF clinic video a long time ago.
Research has broken down the acceleration phase for sprinters
into three stages. Stage one is the first three steps, the second stage is
five to sixteen steps, and the third stage is beyond sixteen steps as
you reach maximum velocity. The research found that the fastest efforts from the sprinters tested had shared step
patterns across the three stages during the acceleration phase. The first stage it was found the runners with a reduced
stride length and emphasis on stride frequency had better results. After the first three steps, it appeared the sprinters
from five steps to sixteen steps then seemed to sacrifice for frequency for stride length. In respects, to frequency or
length, the fourth step has been omitted due to inconclusive data on what should happen at that point in acceleration.
As a coach or athlete that should hinge upon on what is the athlete’s preference. Again it is only one step but with an
Olympic male sprinter reaching the finish in forty Again when stride length became an emphasis from step five to
sixteen the speed over 60 meters would lead to better times. In stage three past the sixteenth step the sprinters with
the fastest times seemed to once again show an improved stride frequency over stride length. The research was done
with athletes with personal best in the 100 from 11s down to 10.36. It may be wise to cue the athlete’s step pattern
by attacking each stage during the drive phase. Athletes could count steps if they find that valuable where others
may need cones in the general location of where their steps might fall at each stage.
o
o
o

Stage 1(Step zero to three): Quick foot pattern emphasis on frequency.
Stage 2(Step five to sixteen): Quick driving with an emphasis on stride length.
Stage 3 (Beyond step sixteen): Emphasis once again is to peruse a quick stride frequency.

Block Set Up Matters
We have all coached athletes that have struggled with their start or coming out of the blocks. As sprint
coaches, we are obsessed with the topic of block setup. Every clinic I have gone to have there is a session on block
configuration and block starts as an essential component of daily training. First, it is imperative to know that some
sprinters are always going to battle the “bad start” disease. The biggest symptom of the bad start disease is a lack of
strength. No matter how much you drill, practice, or watch videos of starts if your athlete does not have the
necessary power they will struggle out of the blocks. (In later chapters will discuss how to address strength issues in
the weight room.) Another factor is body structure issues such as an athlete’s height, and limb length which can play
a significant role in what needs to happen in the blocks for an athlete to maximize their start. A block start for Usain
Bolt is going to look a lot different than a block start Maurice Green. Before addressing strength issues and
adjustments based on body structure, your athlete needs to learn how to set their blocks. At a young age, I was

improperly taught how to configure and come out of blocks. It took until my college years with the help of the
internet to realize what I had been doing wrong for so long. Due to my personal experience as a sprinter and now as
a coach, I feel it’s important for every coach to have an underlying explanation for a universal block setting.
The first thing we do when an athlete enters our program is watching them move from point “A” to point
“B” after a standing start. We do not tell the new athletes what we are looking for or give any instructions. The lack
of direction is so we can get an honest run from our sprinters and correct their natural movements. As the Sprinter is
doing this, we try to pay attention to which foot is the quick leg and which foot is their power leg. The quick leg
should be the leg that takes the first step, and the athlete should put that foot back before they sprint forward. The
power leg is placed in the front block and tends to be the leg that stays to stay contacting the ground longer,
spending more time pushing, and leaves second from the starting position.
After a couple of observations, we then double-check our findings by having the athlete stand in front of us
facing the opposite direction. Once in position, we push them firmly in the middle of the back to see which leg
wants to leave first (quick leg) and which leg wants to stay in position (power leg). After taking the test into
consideration, we then put the athlete's quick leg farther back in the blocks and the power leg more toward the front
of the block.
Often the leg that is opposite of their writing hand is their power leg (front leg in the block). If this clue
does not work, have the sprinter pick up a basketball and take a layup at the hoop. The leg that drives first from the
ground will be the quick leg. The leg that stays on the ground longest is the same leg the sprinter will place on the
front paddle of a block start as their power leg. Going through these steps may seem redundant, but some sprinters
are ambidextrous, or their parents tried to change their dominant hand as a little kid (like my grandparents did to my
father).
After you know the position of their front and back legs, it is time to set the block on the track to correctly
establish the placement of the pedals. The front of the actual block should be one shoe length back from directly
behind the starting line (Figure A). Then, with the block now placed at the proper distance from the starting line, the
sprinter should measure two shoe lengths from the back of the start line to the front pedal (Figure B). Set the back
block pedal three shoe lengths from the back of the start line (Figure C). The athlete now has a starting point for
setting their blocks. Individual adjustments to their block position will take place as the sprinter's start evolves.

In and Out of the Blocks
When your sprinters are establishing their block set up, it is important to create an “On your marks routine”
as well as a proper set position with optimal leg angles. I believe sprinters are the closest athletes in the sports world
to the gunslingers of the American West. The margin of error between elite and novice sprinters is so small the
littlest detail must be managed to achieve the highest level of performance when it matters most. Understanding this
reality, an athlete must have a reasonable routine to get themselves into the blocks when the starter calls “on your
marks.”
An athlete should never just slowly slide into the blocks. The routine must be set so the sprinter can
replicate it every start, and allow for the sprinter to reach the optimum amount of arousal. My athletes take a
number of quick breaths, a short scream, slap all the major muscle groups with their hands, the a couple of hops in

place, and then walk back into the blocks. This routine is quick, repeatable, and functional for performance. (In later
chapters, I will discuss what advantages these activities can do to improve performance.) Whatever the routine
might look like the coach should provide a structure for what they find acceptable and useful for the sprinter seconds
before the crack of the starter's pistol.
Once in the blocks, the athlete needs to be in the appropriate position to maximize block clearance. The
knee of the quick leg should be flush with the track, and the knee of the power leg will be up toward the chest inside
the arms. Both legs will be pointing forward while at rest in the blocks. The feet will be flush against the outside of
the pedals on the blocks. The toes should not be up in the air and should contact the surface of the track, while at the
same time touching the pedals. The athlete’s hands should be located directly behind the line shoulders width apart,
with the thumbs directly under the shoulder. The hands should have arches in them to hold a baton and to allow for
quicker reaction in response to the gun. The arms should have little or no bend in them. Young sprinters commonly
have too much bend in their arms and/or flat hands in the blocks. Both of these common mistakes cause the sprinter
to exit the blocks with incorrect angles, limiting the length of the drive phase, creating a side to side rotation, or
tripping down the track. The first few meters down the track the sprinter's head stays relaxed and in downward
position due to the eyes being focusing a few meters down the running surface.
As the starter singles the sprinters to the set position, the athlete should feel equal amounts of pressure in their
limbs. The hips should rise slightly above the head. The head, spine, and hips should all be in line with one another.
The sprinters back should be flat to allow the athlete to produce as much force as possible down the posterior chain.
The Sprinter should not put a lot of pressure or lean far over the line. Leaning over the line is a common mistake that
many coaches still teach. Too much weight on the hands and you increase the slack in the legs. Conversely,
unnecessarily weakening the arms, and could lead to bad angles in block clearances. An increase in slack creates an
adverse movement like rocking back into the blocks before moving forward and out of the blocks. Rocking back
into the blocks adds to the intended explosive action of a block start, which can put the sprinter at a significant
disadvantage for the entirety of the race. When hitting the set position, it is good for the runner to take one last deep
breath and think of nothing but reacting to the sound of the starter's pistol.
Block Starts for Large Groups
Block starts with large groups of athletes can lead to stress and a challenging learning environment. The
realities of training blocks often mean the best option for acceleration training could be the three point start and
excluding the block entirely at practice. Blocks are not necessary for acceleration training. In fact, Alan Wells the
1980 Olympic champion from Britain could almost run the same personal best in or out of the blocks. Teaching a
quality three-point start is useful since you can run nearly an unlimited number of sprinters through acceleration
drills at the same time. Further explanation of Three Point start is included later in the chapter. A Three Point start
reduces set up time adjusting blocks and constantly having athletes fight over the one free block to get their
acceleration work complete. Instead of spending minutes each round setting blocks properly now the sprinter just
needs to be signaled to drop into position. The coach then claps to send the sprinters down the field, and the next
group is immediately ready to go after the first group.
Eventually, no matter how nice of an option a three-point may be for training large groups a coach will have to
train sprinters to start using blocks correctly. Often the short length of most high school competitive seasons means
scheduling training sessions for blocks starts in practice is impractical, yet it is necessary to use them for races. To
reduce the frustration of a large group block session, Carl Valle presented at the 2015 MTCCCA clinic a few simple
rules that will help keep a sprint coach sane teaching acceleration. (Valle, 2015b)
1.
2.
3.

Divide by sex
Divide by height
Divide by dominant leg

Dividing the groups up by sex allows both groups to practice their starts without feeling intimidated where one
group dominates all the blocks during the session. It is always good to have blocks set aside for both groups to limit
fighting and to make sure everyone gets their fair share. Typically, weight, width, and height will be different on
average between the two sexes. Men and woman during the drive phase accelerate for the same amount of time but

cover less distance in that length of time. Splitting the groups by gender simplifies evaluating the sprinters during
the drive phase against their peer group with regards to time vs. distances covered.
Separating the groups by height after gender is a simple progression. Dividing by height helps speed up the
process of setting the blocks by keeping the paddles in a similar place for each athlete. Sprinters of similar height
will have a comparable foot placement reducing the time athletes need to adjust the space between the paddles. The
difference in height also reduces the adjustment from the front of the block to the starting line. Often the block will
not have to be moved back or forth from the line, further speeding up the process setting the athletes up between
repetitions.
Dividing sprinters by sex, height, and dominant leg substantially reduces adjustments between repetitions.
Dividing by these three major differences among runners decreases the total time needed for a starts session over an
entire practice. A coach should first divide an eight-lane track giving four lanes to the male and female sprinters
each. The next step is for a coach to divide the inside two lanes per each sex for taller athletes. The remaining lanes
will go to the shorter sprinters. After you divide by height and gender, each group will be divided again by dominant
leg. Make sure you have the appropriate number of lanes for right and left leg sprinters. The time lost might not
seem like a lot, but over the course of an entire practice, a little planning can make the process go much smoother by
reducing constant adjustment. Over the course of a season, planning can buy the athletes more time in practice to
work on other aspects of their race or get treatment on the same day as blocks sessions.
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Reaction Time
The first rule for a great reaction time may seem like a no brainer, but is a part of the instruction process
novice sprinters need to hear; never look at the starter. Reacting to a visual is much slower than reacting to an
auditory cue. Research presented by Thomas Kurz’s suggested the following information about reaction time to
different sensory signals. (Kurz, 2001)
Signal

Reaction Time Novice Athletes

Reaction Time Advanced
Athletes

Visual

150-200 milliseconds

100 milliseconds

Auditory

120-160 milliseconds

50-100 millisecond

Reaction time must be trained, and there are certain steps that can be followed the will shorten the learning process.
The importance of reaction time is why I will later highlight all manners of reaction/start drills in different body
positions at various speeds. Sensor methods can help improve a person’s reaction speed by nearly a .10 of a second.
Step 1: The sprinter must perform their sprint at maximal speed after an auditory signal like a clap or
starters pistol. Each of these starts will be timed to give instant feedback for their start.
Step 2: Similar to step one, however, this time the sprinter must guess how long it took to complete their
drive phase. Thus, it will make them more aware of pace and the efforts required to maximize sprint times.

Step 3: Training the acceleration at different speeds is that it helps sprinter get a sense of timing, foot
placement, to teach control of the speed reaction.
Research studied over 1300 sprinters that raced in the World Championships from 2003 to 2009 in the 100meter dash. (Tønnessen, Haugen, & Shalfawi, 2013) The data showed a significant link between the athletes with
the fastest reaction times and their overall performance in the championship races. All things being equal, the
athletes with the most rapid response times tended to run the fastest times and place higher than those athletes who
reacted slower. This fact about reaction time may seem obvious, but it also means that as a coach it is important to
include reaction time training within your routine. Without reaction time training your sprinters could have an
impossible challenge attempting to reel back in sprinters who reacted faster to the gun at the state of the race. This
type of training should remain a part of your training throughout the year in each phase of an annual plan.
To help train athletes to listen for the sound of the starter’s pistol, Coach Hilbert filmed a variety of local
track starters in our area. Over the course of the season, coach Hilbert has used the recordings to help assist his
athlete’s reaction time. Each starter has a different rhythm and timing when pulling the trigger of the starter’s pistol.
The various rhythms of the starters force sprinters to listen for the sound and react. The recordings also help reduce
the chances of a sprinter false starting. Recently, I have begun adding three point crouch starts to our biomechanics
drills. I have the runners react to a clap teaching them only to start when they hear the sound. After calling the
athletes into the “set” position, I vary how long it takes me to clap. If a sprinter false starts or if an athlete cheats by
looking at my hands they will do push-ups. After a few disciplined practice sessions, the sprinters rarely continue to
false start and react explosively out of set position.
Brooks Johnson Block Start Primer
Brooks Johnson will go down as one of the best coaches in track and field history. Great teachers like
Johnson understand it is necessary to design training that will help each athletes to improve their performance on
race day. Brooks Johnson has a drill that he uses to figure out when his athletes are most primed to have their most
explosive start. I equate this to priming an engine on a lawn mower after a long winter. The first time you pull
mower out of the shed you need to make sure you pump enough gas into the engine, so it runs well after a few pulls
of the starter cord (appropriate priming of the CNS). However, if you pump in too much gas you will flood the
engine (drain the CNS) or worse rip the starter cord (tear a muscle). In other words, Coach Johnson works hard to
find a sprinters sweet spot. Once he does, the requisite number of “primer” starts is added to the individual athlete’s
warm up routine.
The Block Start Primer is very easy to perform. You line your athletes up at the start line
then set cones 15 meters down the track from their blocks. If possible use a starter’s
pistol to simulate race like conditions for the primer. Each block start must be timed and
if possible filmed. To increase your timing accuracy you can have your athlete use the
Freelap timing system with the athlete remote start. Freelap is very useful in this exercise
because of its extremely short distance and how handheld times are just not accurate
enough to deal with such small deviations in times. The goal is to figure out how many
starts it takes your athlete to reach their current best start. Once the number of starts and
times are established it is important to make sure your athletes get this number of quick
starts before their actual race during warm-ups. Coach Johnson says most athletes perform this best start on
repetition three or four. If your athletes are racing over an extended season, it is important to use this exercise a
number of times in the season to reestablish the “sweet spot number of starts.”

Coaches at all levels battle getting their athlete properly warmed up for competition. Some
highly motivated athletes do too much before they race, and some athletes do little more
than stepping out of their street clothes and into the blocks. The target number of block
starts that are based on an individual’s practice data is empowering for the athlete. Athletes
do much better with routines that are tailored to them, and coaches can have a little more
peace of mind knowing how many starts they need to be ready for maximal performance.
It is important also to know that your athletes might not always be able to start properly
because of the facility or official restrictions. If this scenario is the case, your athletes can do modified starts and
reaction drills standing in place. A track athlete has to be flexible to adapt to whatever circumstance they may find
themselves in at that moment. Most officials will not disqualify you for doing sprint out, in place reaction drills or
crouching starts. Veteran athletes are better at staying focused on being primed and getting their accelerations in
then rookies. It is important for those veterans to be assistant coaches to help a younger/less experienced athlete to
get in their prime number of starts.
At a recent state track meet, the officials kept trying to hold our relay athletes at the line thus limiting their
warm up. To combat the restriction to our warm up, I had one athlete stay at the front of the line while the rest of my
athletes would do their sprint outs to get ready for the race. One of the most frustrating problems at major
championship meets is how long an athlete stays in a bullpen/staging area without the ability to continue to warm up
properly. As a coach, you need to prepare your athlete(s) for those scenarios to allow them their best chance for a
good performance even in less than ideal conditions.
Behind the Wheel of the Drive Phase
In The Angle on Agility by Steven Scott Plisk, MS, CSCS, the Director
of Sports Conditioning at Yale University, beautifully describes the
drive phase. He describes the drive phase as:
“The sprint drive is a technique addressing starting/acceleration pushoff action during the first 20 to 30 m. Emphasis is placed on horizontal
thrust with low body position, a piked trunk, powerful arm action, fullrange leg driving action, and exaggerated knee lift.” (Plisk, 2014)
When performing a proper drive phase, the athletes must be able to
apply a lot of force repeatedly in a short amount of time. Understanding
this reality, it is important for the athlete to spend a considerable
amount of time in the weight room in order to develop the strength
needed for block clearance and then to help maintain proper shin
angles. A well-executed drive phase is the “holy grail” for most
sprinters, as it can make or break the latter parts of the race. The good news is that the start and drive phase are skills
that can be improved greatly over the athlete's career. The hallmarks of a good drive phase are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proper shin angles are getting progressively large as the athlete moves down the track.
Feet pushing firmly against the track.
Knees drive toward the chest.
The ankles stay low and creating slightly larger rotations with each step
The head, shoulders, spine, and hips are all in alignment.
Piston-like action in the hands/arms helping drive the athlete down the track.

Before executing a start, followed by a drive phase, it is important to give athletes the visual image of what they are
trying to accomplish in a properly executed drive phase. Here is how I describe a proper drive phase to my athletes.
“Pretend I could use a broomstick (show them a broomstick) and drill it through your head all the way
down your spine towards your feet. We want to take that broomstick and sweep the track without breaking
it (then sweep the track). Make sure the sweep is powerful and make everyone else eat your dust.”

Posture is essential if the athlete wants to make the most of their body’s potential to produce power. A body
that is not in alignment will leak power each push down the track in the drive phase. A common mistake is athletes
who tuck their chin to their chest and thus breaking the head, shoulders, spine, and hips alignment. Another common
problem we see at the start is athletes not completing the drive phase through a natural progression, and thus
“popping up” too early. Often this happens because an athlete will want to rush to maximum speed as they see other
athletes pop up first. It is important to stress to your sprinters not to rush things in the drive phase. Patience pays off
at the end of the race considering all things being equal the athlete who builds to most momentum by driving further
down the track will win the race.
In 2008, we had a 100meter sprinter who was the master of the drive phase. In the state final that year she
was in second to last place at 30 meters, and by the end of the race, she blew by everyone else in the face of
significant headwind to get a hard fought 2nd place. She accomplished this by staying patient, trusting her drive
phase, attaining maximum velocity, and efficiently handling her deceleration.
As sprinters get used to staying down in the drive phase coaches will then see their athletes make two more
common mistakes. First breaking posture at the hips, trying to lengthen their drive phase and to pop up too soon.
Inexperienced athletes will overcorrect by trying to return to drive mechanics after popping up too early in the race.
As a sprinter becomes stronger and more skilled at performing the drive phase, they will try to “fake” the drive
phase. If an athlete is leaning over and breaking posture at the hips that sprinter is "faking" the drive phase. Trying
to fake the drive phase will keep your sprinter from building the proper amount of momentum and will add time to
the clock.
The other common problem facing intermediate sprinters comes in the form of popping up and going back
down into the drive phase. Once an athlete is up, they will begin to slingshot into their maximum velocity phase. It
is important to make sure your Sprinter knows once up they must stay up. To go back down into a drive mechanics
would result in cutting off the maximum velocity phase before it gets started. Even if the start is slow or short, it is
better to use whatever momentum the sprinter built heading into the maximum velocity phase. To reenter the drive
phase would once again be nothing more than faking a longer drive phase and not be ideal for best sprint
performances.
Another issue is when a sprinter can’t seem to break their rhythm coming out of the blocks to move faster.
Coaches often call this dynamic stereotype or rhythm lock. Coach tend to see this in their sprinters during maximum
velocity phase of their sprint. However, it can happen in the drive phase too. To break up an athlete’s dynamic
stereotype during acceleration training is through three point relay starts. Getting them away from the block and
being chased allows them to accelerate more free and clear. Just putting them in a slightly different situation clears
their head allowing for a faster release and drive. A coach can also put them on a different acceleration pattern with
wickets rotating between a faster and slower foot placement rhythm. To get the best results, slight differences are
good, so it is best to use race patterns just above or below the athlete’s traditional model.
Coach Pfaff’s Thoughts on Acceleration
During the set position in the blocks, the feet should be placed on the ground and the block to create
dorsiflexion along with pretension in the Achilles tendon. Don’t over plantarflexion on push off with the foot in
acceleration. Keep that foot stiff. Focusing on not over plantarflexion keeps the athlete from over rotation of the
back leg. After release from the blocks, a sprinter should use a uniform movement as they rise. Maximum projectile
angle is 45 degrees. World class sprinter should change about 6 degrees each step. Hurdlers will come up sooner to
target the first hurdle. All major joints need to stay in alignment. At the beginning of acceleration, it’s a 2 to 1
relationship for time on the ground and time in the air. As sprinter moves down the track and rises the time
progressively begins to balance close to 1 to 1. At maximum velocity, the relationship reverses. Eventually, the
athlete spends less time on the ground and more time in the air to the tune of 1 to 1.6. Attack finishing races strong
by building a speed reserve. Acceleration mechanics need to morph when accelerating from a standing start like an
athlete does in an 800-meter run, but the principles of acceleration principles remain the same.
March Madness Block Start Tournament

A few seasons’ back I was looking for a way to keep work interesting during the long build-up to our first
meet. I decided that since I had a large group of novice athletes, we could do a block start tournament over
30meters. We seed the tourney just like the NCAA basketball tournament. We use our standing 30s test from the
first week of practice and what we have observed to set up our brackets. Each runner is paired off one on one with
another athlete on the team. The winner moves on, and the loser moves into the consolation bracket. You can set
these brackets up to limit the number of starts as needed. Also, you can configure two dueling groups spread out
over the eight lanes, so you do not mix up athletes, and the tourney itself doesn’t take too long. Obviously, you want
a winner, and you do not want the athlete to have too long of recoveries between contested starts. Make sure you
have the bracket setup so each athlete can have three starts. Of course, all athletes should be spiked up and treat the
tourney seriously as for a meet (another added bonus to this simulation). Coaches should film to limit arguments
about winners, and for future analysis with the athletes. Awards can be anything the coach deems appropriate.
However, we use an “Interval Card” as the carrot for the athletes to commit the proper effort. An “Interval Card” is a
certificate allowing the athlete to opt out of the interval at any practice at any time. (Further rules about these
interval cards will be discussed in a later chapter on management).
The kids get into this tournament. Arousal is through the roof, and the athletes tend to be very exhausted
the next day. I think it makes for a good workout and teaches the youngsters race like conditions before their first
meet or full race distance time trial. If an athlete goes deep into the competition, the coach should let this tournament
be the only thing; they do at practice that session. However, if the athlete is a veteran and gets bounced early from
the contest, you can have an adjusted track session after. After the tournament, it is good to review the film. I believe
with the competition fresh on their mind and a larger number of reps it makes for good mental training.

Skills and Exercises for Teaching Block Starts and Drive
Phase
Standing Start

Standing start is the easiest drill to begin developing acceleration patterns. It is important to note
that we are still teaching acceleration. The athlete should be standing in the position to take no false steps.
In order to do this correctly, the athlete should still stand in a staggered position with one foot in front of
the other. The sprinter's spine and head should still be in alignment in a forward position. Even beginning
athletes can accelerate from this position. It would be wise not to move into more complicated position
until the athlete can accelerate without false steps from a standing position.

Lean Start with Sprinter’s Arms Wrapped around Shoulders
The same type of drill as the standing start. The only significant difference is now the athlete will wrap
their arms around their shoulders. The sprinter is to keep their arms wrapped around tightly, so they do not slip as
the runner increase speed. The purpose of this drill is to force the athlete to drive out and accelerate without the
assistance of the arms to counter rotate the forces of the lower body. The lack of arms will add to the difficulty of
the movement by forcing the CNS to deal with a harder skill. The sprinter will feel awkward when first performing

the movement. Once the sprinter masters the drill a coach should notice how much better the sprinter can drive from
the hips when you add the arms back into the drive phase.

Rollover Start
The Rollover Start is another more advanced drill to teach the acceleration. In this
exercise, the athlete stands on their toes with their feet together. While, on their toes the
athlete then allows themselves to fall forward with their hips, head, and spine in
alignment. Just as they feel they are about to fall over onto their face, they fire out into
acceleration.

Walking Start
The walking start now puts the athlete in motion before bursting out into an acceleration run. A walking
start is a good skill to develop earlier as they will do walking starts on some of their intervals in practice. I also feel
it is good to teach reacting from a walk to a sprint from a designated spot on the track. Changes in speed are always
a good thing to do in practice. We will talk more about fundamental changes of speed when we get to Maximum
Velocity and a phenomenon known as Dynamic Stereotype.

Side Skip, Side Skip Start
Side Skip, Side Skip Start is a great drill to teach the acceleration in less the optimum body position. The exercise is
excellent for teaching skills that will be needed to accelerate correctly in relays that require an open hand off like the
4x400, 4x800, parts of the sprint and distance medley. In slower relays, the athletes often use an open hand off as
they are not in lanes all the way and need to navigate traffic that can become a problem at the start/finish line. I feel
it is important also for the sprinter to get used to moving out of that position as fast as possible to set up the correct
race plan for the longer sprint events. You cannot expect the athletes will know what to do unless you practice
similar skills in practice. I also believe exposing athletes to different body angles before acceleration will also help
prepare them for unforeseen weird steps that can sometimes happen while racing or performing some other athletic
feat. When implemented correctly drills like the side skip start along with others mentioned in this book can reduce
injury.

Coach in Front Resistance Start
Sprinters have to produce a lot of force in a brief period the instant the starter’s gun goes off. The forces
required are immense and for a sprinter to improve their block clearance it can be useful to overload the sprinter.
Balance in what types of exercises you do in training is helpful and can limit injuries. Using the Coach in front
resistance drill is a fantastic exercise to add load in front of the sprinter as they work on acceleration. Front
resistance exercise used in tandem with sled pulling is an excellent combination for building an athlete’s
acceleration out of the blocks. The coach resisted start also helps the work with tiny variations in loads required to

train athletes of different levels in respects to power output. An experienced coach can resist as much as needed to
allow the sprinter to improve no matter the athlete’s training age.
To perform the drill correctly; it is important for a coach to have the sprinter lean into the coach’s hands.
Before the sprinter starts the drill cue the athlete to keep their head, shoulders, and back in alignment for proper
acceleration posture. Then walk back holding the at athlete's shoulders with your arms extended straight out in front
of you until the sprinter has the correct position that mimics proper acceleration mechanics. Then have the athlete
aggressively push against the coach while they modify the resistance to their power levels. After no longer than six
seconds quickly move out of the athlete’s path releasing them to slingshot down the track. Make sure the athlete
doesn’t shoot straight up out of their acceleration mechanics as they sprint down the track. They should still
gradually change their running mechanics until they are completely upright.

Step off Bench or
Box Start
I started doing these drills way back in 2006 with our high football team to improve
acceleration, contact time, elastic strength, and the drive phase. To do this exercise,
you set up a bench facing down the track. The bench should sit no higher than a
typical one that would sit on a soccer pitch or American football field. You need at
least three athletes to do this drill correctly. One athlete stands in the middle of the
bench readying them to initiate the training. Meanwhile, the other two athletes sit
opposite of one another on the bench to keep it from moving. The sprinter will initiate
the drill by keeping their back flat and using a controlled fall to the ground. As the
runner falls to the ground, they will have one foot out in front of the bench to contact
the ground first, and at the same time, the back leg will stay in touch with the bench. As the front foot contacts the
ground, the sprinter immediately and aggressively completes a drive phase from the shin angles provided by the
controlled fall. Once the sprinter has completed their clearance from the bench, the must continue to move down
the track for distances of 10, 20, or 30 meters. Athletes of limited training age should start with the shortest
distance and as they progress expand their drive phase portion of the drill up to 30meters in length.

This training teaches the sprinter to be powerful off a single leg and maintain balance. A Step Off Bench Start is a
way to train a sprinter how to push still down the track in the latter parts of a drive phase after shin angles have
gotten larger. In addition, it provides the athlete a slightly greater load than experienced during that segment of
the race. I believe this is a beautiful middle ground to use as an overload principle to improve the sprinter's power
levels.

Coach Assisted Lean Start
Coach in assisted Lean Start is another variation of accelerations drills we teach to develop acceleration for
sprinters. In this training, the coaches the coaches help the athlete get used to keeping their posture flat from the
head all the way down to the ankles with a pronounced forward angle at the starting line. The coach holds firmly at
the athlete’s hips letting the sprinter lean far forward with proper mechanics in latter parts of the drive phase. It is
important the sprinter maintains good posture as they are leaning with assistance from the coach. As the athlete

reaches the most extreme
angle at the ankles, they can continue while maintaining proper posture the coach then quickly release them. The
athlete must then powerful explode out of the position driving down the track until they rise to their standard upright
running mechanics. Please note that this drill might make some athletes uncomfortable due to hand placement on
their hips. An Athlete feeling safe is important. To increase comfort with the Coach Assisted Lean Start drill I
usually pair up athletes of the same gender if they are performing this activity together.
Standing, Three Point, and Four Point Start with Resistance Sled
When you first introduce the sled into your training, it is important to start off simple. The standing start
with a sled is an excellent introduction to using the sled out of a three-point (NFL combined) start or a more
traditional four-point track and field start. The sprinter must first be able to pull the sled down the track powerfully
without the extreme shin angles required for a three-point or four point start. It is wise to make sure the athlete can
drive down the track quickly and efficiently before moving on to other types of resistance starts. However, the flip
side to this progression is many coaches believe the sled helps the sprinter become comfortable with an extreme lean
of the bodies posture during acceleration and teaches them how to push powerfully to stay lower more naturally
from the start.
Once an athlete masters accelerating with a load from a standing position you proceed to a three point, and
then finally the four-point start. Loren Seagrave, when interviewed by the Canadian Coaches Centre about

acceleration distances, he stated: “we should not pay too much attention to distances.” Instead, he suggested we pay
attention to the time an athlete can accelerate for may be more important. He also suggested that this means males
and females accelerate for a similar amount of time. Naturally, men typically cover a larger distance in the same
amount of time. Understanding this reality of differences in meters per gender it would be prudent to use time
instead of distance as your measuring stick for what you want your athletes to cover during a rep in practice. I would
then use cones to mark off personal best distances in the amount of time they can accelerate. I believe visuals of
personal best can add an element of personal competitiveness that is positive. Before you can use landmarks for the
drive phase, you need to establish how long your kids can accelerate without resistance of a sled.
Before a sprinter begins sled training, your athlete must be able to use the starting blocks correctly. Too
many people want to use gadgets before they teach the basics. When the sled becomes, a part of training make sure
your athletes know how to put on the harness. Sled runs done incorrectly; a resistance sled harness can cause injury.
Both coaches Valle and Schexnayder stated during their presentations in the World Speed Summit that when using
sleds keep the harness connected at the athlete’s hips and not around the shoulders. According to both Valle and
Schexnayder connecting the sled to the athlete's hips simulates forces closer to what an athlete experiences in the
drive phase better than when attached to the shoulders. Once the harness is on, make sure your athlete has eliminated
all possible slack connecting to the sled itself. Not removing slack from a sled before a sprinter blasts out of their
starting position during a sled pull is one of the worst things I have seen as a coach. Once the sprinter eliminates the
slack, they are yanked back viciously and throw entirely out of proper acceleration mechanics. If slack remains the
potential for injury dramatically increases. How much weight should you load on the sled? Loading is a question
debated since sled training began. A good rule of thumb I have seen in many circles is 10% body weight. If an
athlete can master larger loads without slowing down their acceleration times under resistance then, you can add
weight.
However, just like the weight room, we don’t want our athletes chasing bigger numbers in the gym or on
the sled if their numbers on the track are not getting smaller. Recently, Carl Valle in the World Speed Summit
discussed how body weight shouldn’t be the primary variable, and instead sled training should base on velocities.
Coach Valle discussed how the main issues with using body weight as the guide is body composition. For example,
10% for someone with lots visceral body fat compared to someone with little body fat are not going to get the same
stimulus results from using body weight loads as part of their sled training. Another issue Carl presented was
friction. Not all surfaces or sleds are the same. Each combination of different distances, surfaces, and sled
construction can create abnormal friction patterns. Since most coaches can’t account for friction again, it is best to
use speed vs. weight as your guide. During the World Speed Summit Coach, Valle discussed the value using the 3L
philosophy. 3L stands for Length, Lean, and Load. Carl Valle says the eyeballs are a good way to evaluate which of
the 3Ls a sprinter should focus on or adjust during an acceleration session. For example, if a sprinter’s progress
seems to stagnate from 30-50 meters than the adjustment would be to use a lighter load on the sled and longer sprint.
Coach Boo Schexnayder stated sled speeds that become more than 15% slower compared to unloaded acceleration
runs have little to no benefit to training for speed. Coaches must adjust weight and distance to allow the sprinter to
keep velocities about the 15% drop. On the other hand coach, Schexnayder stated during the World Speed Summit
he still uses a heavier sled to reintroduce his speed-power athletes back to the surface of the track. Boo talked about
how heavy sleds might be necessary if the sprinter’s foot contacts get too light, and the runner needs to be reminded
of how to strike the ground with vigor. (Schexnayder, 2016) The coach needs to make wise decisions on what
methods create the adaptation they are trying to elicit from their athletes.

Another evolution of acceleration work involves actually adding
load specifically to the hips via sleds but with a fairly large load,
forcing the athlete to slow down the movement and truly feel
through every step. This exercise is implement late in the general
prep phase and utilized primarily in the special prep.
-Gabe Sanders Blogger and Stanford Sprint Coach

Dance and React Start
Dance and React Start is one of my favorite drills to teach reaction time. The kids have a ton of fun with
this drill. A “dancing start” is certainly time to be silly all bouncy dance moves are welcome (within reason). The
athletes are to dance facing forward down the track until they hear the clap of their coach. Once cued by the coach's
clap the athletes are to react as fast as possible and sprint down the track. To add to the fun, we had kids who are
talented at rap/hip hop music make up raps as the children are dancing. Rapping to the beat enhances the
rhythm/distraction element forcing them to focus on just the clap as they are dancing around. You should have a
standard dance for them to begin with to limit the craziness in the beginning and to give your less talented dancers
something to do in the drill. I always start my sprinters out by bouncing off of the ground quickly and swivel their
hips simultaneously.

Standing Long Jump and Start
The Standing Long Jump and Start is a standard drill used by coaches for a number of years trying to teach
their athletes to be explosive on their block clearance. The “Zero Step” as many coaches like to call it is the first
push out of the blocks at the beginning of the race. This drill is intended to maximize this explosive force and then
rapid response once contact is made again with the ground at the jumps completion. Standing long jump and start is
a nice way to teach this type of action with multiple sprinters at one time and not needing a lengthy block start/set up
to train the athletes. I have the runners stand upright with one foot in front of another based on the same foot pattern
they would have on their blocks. Then the coach claps and the sprinter powerfully jumps from a standing position.
After the athlete completes their jump, they are to continue accelerating down to the desired distance. When doing
this drill for safety purposes and limit the impact on the joints I prefer to do the Standing Long Jump and Start on the
turf or dry grassy surface. The impact can be very intense, so we want to limit injury (shin splints) as much as
possible.

Three Point Start
Three Point Start also known as the NFL combined start is a standard drill that can be used to teach a
sprinter to accelerate properly. The Three Point Start can be useful as a diagnostic tool to see if kids have an
imbalance in strength or even the suppleness allowing them to perform a proper start and drive phase. Additionally,
the drill is useful because it enables you to start a large number of athletes simultaneously. Set up for the Three Point
Start can be much quicker than a traditional block start. I also like using the three-point when doing strides, buildups, or accelerations before practice. I feel it is good to continue developing those motions while in practice. A
number of highly elite high school, college, and national 4x100 relay teams use a three-point start before their
exchanges. If you have a team that does this in meets, then you must practice this in training to master the most
difficult three-point start exchange in the 4x100 relay.
The start is performed correctly by having the athlete first set up their legs should width apart and then
place their feet in a similar pattern where they would be in the blocks. Then hand opposite of the leg that is in front

creates a balanced position. The person’s hand should be in a similar situation to a traditional block start with the
thumb touching nearest the start line along with the “pointer” finger. Putting your hand in this position allows the
hand to fire back as it would in a traditional block start. The arm that is off the ground should rise and be extended
straight up with the hand being parallel or slightly above the sprinter’s hips. The person should feel “squared off”
and not overly leaning to one side. When the coach claps, the sprinter should fire powerfully extending the front leg
and firing their hands in opposite directions. The athlete continues to accelerate down the track or field to the desired
distance.

Four Point Start without Blocks
Four Point Start is the final drill you teach before moving to a full block start with actual blocks. A
powerful start without blocks is possible. In fact, Olympic champion, Alan Wells refused to use blocks until they
were made mandatory for competition. Alan Wells was so good without blocks his personal record with them is just
a few hundredths of a second better than his start without blocks. To perform a four point start without blocks
safely/correctly you must be wearing track spikes. Sprinter spikes are necessary to eliminate slipping and still
pushing into the track firmly during the drive phase. When doing a four point start make sure the sprinter has a clear
start line to set up their foot separation and hands in the correct positions. Learning how to start without blocks
should help the sprinter when they are using blocks to teach them to balance and to push against the surface of the
track. If you find this drill slows the exit from the blocks when using regular blocks, it can be dropped. However, I
have found the exercise useful as it can diagnose more issues when removing the blocks. Diagnosis alone makes the
drill worthy to be included as a part of a sprint coach’s arsenal to teach an acceleration phase.

Four Point Start with Blocks
Four Point start with blocks is a traditional start used for training to simulate what an athlete will do in a
sprint race. When training a complete four point block start, it is crucial to get the sprinter used to a routine. As
mentioned previously, your sprinter should have a method they use to maximize their potential out of the blocks. As
a coach, you should have a ritual you put sprinters through when training the Four Point start with blocks.
A coach’s ritual should be mimic what the sprinter will face on race day. A coach should take note of what
starting method the officials use in your region to begin sprint events. For example, if the official uses verbal

commands you should use verbal commands, and if they use a whistle start, you should use a whistle too. I also
believe it is important to use a starter’s pistol when convenient to add to the realism of the training. If a starter’s
pistol is not suitable always use a clapping start and never a verbal cue like “GO.” You want the sprinter to become
trained to respond to a stimulus close to what they experience on race day.
Block starts are permissible in large volumes due to the muscles and the pushing action involved at the
beginning are different than what the sprinter uses in maximum velocity work. Dan Pfaff and John Smith both use
large volumes of block starts of various distances. Dan Pfaff has discussed numerous times that acceleration is a
skill and should be practiced to improve the skill’s execution. In clinics, Dan Pfaff talked about how his athletes
reached up to sixteen starts in training. To some coaches, this may seem like a dangerous amount of block work.
However, if your sprinter is in a championship meet with three or more rounds, you have three block starts to
achieve your primed start a la Brooks Johnson block primer (mentioned previously in this chapter). Now you are up
to nine starts. Then you add in the actual race starts, and the number of acceleration climbs to twelve. Then you must
account for a number of block starts that always seem to happen in the rounds for the championship meet. Add three
more starts, and you are very close to the number of sixteen accelerations that Coach Pfaff might do in a training
session. As coaches, I think it is important for an athlete to experience loads, volumes, and intensities they will see
during a track meet. Don’t be afraid to add volume if it makes sense based on what your athletes will do in
competition.

The Seven Step Drill
In the hurdling world, a lot has been made of elite hurdlers transitioning from eight to seven steps to the
first hurdle. In the drive phase, hurdlers focusing on longer and more powerful steps are capable of carrying greater
momentum into the race often leading to faster times. In the 100 dash, there is anecdotal data pointing to similar
improvements seen in the high hurdles to the flat sprint. The French sprinter Jimmy Vicaut attributes much of his
improvement in times to the extended reach of his seventh step out of the blocks. As Vicaut’s times dropped the
reach of his seventh step covered more ground. During acceleration training, it is useful to measure the best distance
covered out of the blocks. The best distance should be recorded and used as a landmark for future training. A coach
should use a small cone on a lane line to help the sprinter reach for future record distances. These distances reached
on the seventh step should be continuously crossreferenced with the sprinter’s times. However,
remember great blocks starts don’t always mean the
sprinter will be in front of their competition in the
earliest stages of the race. The athlete’s goal is to be
even with the quick starters and drive longer. The
seventh step drill can be a tool to help sprinter push
harder and longer in the drive phase to build more
momentum for the latter parts of the race.
Four Point Start with Blocks and a “Bullet
Belt”

This a useful tool to teach the sprinter to push out of the blocks and to control a severe increase in speed the instant
the athlete releases from the belt. Coaches should be the person holding the belt and releasing the sprinter. To use
the belt correctly the sprinter should get a moderate resistance from the coach, and the athlete should be allowed to
accelerate while still attached. As the sprinter accelerates, the coach should be accelerating along with their athlete.
Coaches, you should be prepared to move a little faster than normal. Once they reached the required distance; you
then pull the rip cord and release the sprinter. At the moment of release, your sprinter will have to deal with a
significant change in resistance and practice improving that transition from one phase to another seamlessly into
maximum velocity. After the sprinter is released I feel it is essential to transition and then run with maximum
velocity mechanics for another 10, 20 or 30 meters. I tell my sprinters when they hear the rip “it’s go time!” It is
paramount to teach the sprinter to transition smoothly from one phase to another.
Four Point Start Eastern Block Bounding “Irina Schwizinka”
Irina Schwizinka was a great sprinter from some years ago, and she used to do an interesting drill that had
her doing plyometrics out of the block start. I believe this exercise can be useful to teach the sprinter to push
powerfully during contact at the beginning of the race. At the same time, a sprinter’s elastic properties are being
loaded during the plyometric jumps training the athlete to maximize the distance covered in the first few steps of a
sprint race. Early on sprinters don’t use the blocks and this drill can teach the runner how to push harder. I would
suggest using this drill for sprinters that have a hard time achieving displacement and triple extension in the drive
phase. The drill can be used less frequently once optimal displacement, and triple extension can be consistently
achieved by the sprinter. Coaches need to make sure their athletes don’t take this drill too sacrificing speed for stride
length at the start. Too much of a good thing can hamper your sprinter latter as they develop. If you see this
becoming a trend with your sprinter, it will be time to rotate in a new drill.

Push Up Position and Scramble Start
Push up, and Scramble Start is a great drill to teach reaction time and the ability drive out low from less the
ideal body position. I find this training to be beneficial teaching response time for ball sports like football, rugby,
and American football. In all of these sports, you will spend time on your hands being knocked down again and
again. Even in sprinting, there are times where a drive phase will be poorly executed. When a poor start happens, a
sprinter needs to have, the skill set to recover the drive phase and make the best out of a bad situation. I like using
this drill as one of the last parts of a reaction practice that starts with a roll over start and finishes with the athlete
scrambling out just above the ground.

On Your Back Rollout and Run Start
Another drill that has crossover appeal to over sports like the push-up and scrambles out position. Again this
drill is more for reaction time and fun way to teach the sprinters to learn to move quickly from less than ideal
conditions. I use this as the final drill in reaction development unit in practices. To do the roll out drill correctly
make sure you instruct your sprinters to roll off their backs in the opposite direction. Rolling in the opposite
direction will reduce the chance of injury from collision. Have your athletes look straight up to the sky and listen for
your clap. Adding to the competitive nature of the drill you could put pushups on the line to whoever lost the 10meter mark away from the rollout.

Acceleration Step Pattern Drill
Acceleration Step Pattern Drill is an excellent training method to program a sprinter to develop the
momentum essential to the maximum velocity. This drill is 60meters in length. The exercise requires landmarks
placed on the track with paint or flat plastic sticks. Parts of an old agility ladder make for excellent markers used in
the Step Pattern Drill. The drill is started by placing the sprinter in a three-point start or a four point start in the
blocks. The first marker will be placed 100 centimeters from the front foot. The stride length should be between 130
to 160 centimeters for the first ten meters. From ten to twenty meters the stride pattern should be set between 190 to
200 cm. In the final 30meters, the stride becomes much larger as the athlete moves into maximum velocity stage of
the drill. In the last 30meters, the strides should be open further and set the stride length at 230 to 240 centimeters. If
you are going to speed up the setup process, you can mark a tape measure in advance with the distances marked off.
Pre-mark a tape measure and all you have to do is roll out the tape the chalk the lines or drop the markers necessary
to perform the drill. Vern Gambetta and Gary Winckler in their book Sport Specific Speed-The 3S System in 2001
suggested much smaller distances between sticks at starting at 15 centimeters add 15 centimeters for each

subsequent stick after the first step. (Gambetta & Winckler, 2001) It is my suggestions you use these two methods
as a starting place. Experiment and eventually find a pattern that seems to make sense for your athletes to build your
drill. Remember, as your athletes improve this training might not be “static” and the sticks will need to be laid down
in different positions as your sprinter progresses.
Hurdle Push Start
The Hurdle push start is a wonderfully creative drill that I saw performed a few years
ago with by the internet Guru Latif Thomas. The hurdle push drill is where you have a
sprinter take a mini hurdle flip it around the opposite direction. Once turned backward
the barrier becomes an excellent tool to teach the drive phase. The athlete gets just
enough resistance from the hurdle to increasing force production but maintains a great
velocity. Additionally, the hurdle push allows your sprinter to keep excellent shin
angles the mimic a proper drive phase. Make sure that your runner maintains good
posture the duration of the distance you are training. If you want to add a load to this
drill, you can combine the hurdle push with a weighted vest. This exercise is excellent
because you can do a large numbers hurdle pushes simultaneously in multiple lanes on the track or dozen plus on
a turf field. The hurdles can be turned back around quickly and take much less time to set up correctly then a
weighted sled.

Standing Medicine Ball Toss Forward and Chase

This is one of my favorite drills. Can be done by a lot of people at once combines power, strength,
and speed simultaneously. The athlete squats down quickly explodes up and triple extending followed by
a big toss of the medicine ball. Immediately when the ball leaves the sprinter’s hands, they accelerate out
as fast as possible. If you have a heavy enough of a medicine ball, you might even be able to elicit PAP
effect.

Standing Overhead Back Medicine Ball Toss and Escape
Another fun drill using a combination of skills. However, instead of chasing after the
medicine ball this exercise, you try to throw the ball as far and high as you can.
Meanwhile, as the ball is flying through the air, your task is to cover as much turf/track
as possible before the ball hits the ground. This particular drill has PAP potential
depending on the weight of the ball itself. The athlete in this picture is throwing 7
kilograms (15.4 lbs.) with a slick surface. The weight of the ball is similar to the men’s
college shot put. As a coach, I would make this drill a fun contest to see who can throw
the medicine ball and simultaneously cover the most ground. You can set up cones as
landmarks in front of the sprinters based on their personal and school records for
distance covered while the medicine ball is in the air. Using these cones will help them visualize how far they
have to go to set a new personal best.

Mach Roll Back, Roll Forward into a Squat, and Medicine Ball Throw Start
Mach was groundbreaking for many different ways he attacked the challenges coaching speed. I like the
Mach acceleration drill because they are fun, require coordination, timing, and power. At the same time, some many
different skills sets are present in the drill a coach can work on improving a large number of bio motor abilities
simultaneously. A novice athlete should avoid this exercise as it takes a lot of practice to execute correctly. Using
this with a sprinter of high training age is wise. I believe the Mach acceleration drills fit best at the beginning of the
training phase that doesn’t focus on specificity because it is different than what an athlete experiences on race day.
(Mach, 1980) However, if blocks are not available during warm up, I see no problems using this drill to get your
sprinter ready for the day of competition. The drill is fun and can be intimidating when other teams see your
sprinters execute this exercise with precision.
To start the Mach drill, your athlete should place themselves in the seated position with the medicine ball on
their knees. The sprinter continues the exercise by rolls back holding onto the medicine ball until they roll back onto
their shoulders. Once the sprinter has hit their shoulders, the runner should immediately start moving in the opposite
direction using the momentum to push them onto their feet and into a squat position. As the athlete rolls into the
squat position, the sprinter should explode out throwing the medicine ball and accelerate out simultaneously. When
executing the Mach drill clear the path in front of the runners, so no gets hit by a medicine ball or a charging
sprinter.

Mach Squat, Medicine Ball Throw, Catch Yourself in a Pushup Position, and Sprint Out
The second variation of the Mach acceleration drill is another fun activity you can use to develop your
sprinters. The significant difference in this drill comes from removing the squat part of the last exercise and
exchanging it with the sprinter catching themselves in a push up position. Once in the push up position, the sprinter
immediately accelerates out to the required distance set up by the coach. When the sprinter achieves the pushup
position, please make sure they are keeping the back flat and controlling their fall to the ground.

Mach Roll Back, Roll Forward, Squat, Medicine Ball Throw, Catch Yourself in a Pushup Position, and Sprint
Out
On this variation of the Mach acceleration drills, you now have your athletes combine the skills of the two previous
exercises. This variation of the Mach drill should be used later in your preparation phase as your sprinters have
mastered the two previous exercises correctly. I like to bring this exercise in when you sprinters begin to get flat and
need something new to stimulate the central nervous system. (Mach, 1980)

With biomechanics are try to create reference points for my
athletes. With acceleration, my first stop every single year/season
is with a wall acceleration exercise. It’s here I attempt to have the
athlete feel the sensation of (exaggerated) triple extension, specific
muscle activation, and most importantly hip/pelvis positioning in
sprinting. This is a hallmark drill for my/our program and is used
very often throughout General Prep and is used as a check in for
the rest of the year. The QR code has video of full speed wall runs
in action.
-Gabe Sanders Blogger and Stanford Sprint Coach

Hot Hands on Your Knees
A sprinter needs to have a great arm split in the first step coming out of the block to
provide a counterbalance to the extreme shin angles as the sprinter fires out of the set
position. These hands need to move in the opposite direction at very high speeds. In
this drill, the athlete stays on their knees but still puts their hands, shoulders, and arms
in the proper position. The coach says “SET!” and then claps their hands to initiate the
sprinter to fire their hands. When done correctly the sprinter’s arms will be swung so
hard and fast the athletes often feel as if they are going to fall on their face. Make sure
they catch themselves and don’t smack their face on the track. Like the Rise, Rise, Touch, and Go drill, Hot
Hands can be repeated a large number of times without amassing a lot of fatigues. Another useful aspect of this
exercise is before the start of the race as your sprinter waits for their heat. Even if your sprinter can’t get a full
practice start before their race, the athlete can use the other heats as a way to practice the starter’s rhythm. As the
starter sets the other heats into their blocks, you can use the Hot Hands drill, and when the starter fires the gun,
your sprinter completes a single hot hands drill.

Full Speed Wall Runs
Full speed wall runs were a favorite drill of our summer track and field club the St. Louis Lightning. The beauty
of this exercise is it teaches the explosive action of the knee drive in acceleration in a controlled environment. Full
Speed Wall runs help show the athlete correct posture of the acceleration phase even if they don’t have the strength
to hold that position in a full sprint race. The drill allows a lot of people to be able to work the same skill set at one
time cutting down on the time it would take to teach the skills with only eight lanes. The progression of the drill is
simple you first want to start with just one quick and powerful drive step switching the leg positions. Once the
sprinter can perform the movement correctly taking just one powerful stride, the coach can move the athlete on to
drills of two, three, four steps, and beyond. For overload purposes, the coach can eventually put their sprinter on a
stopwatch for wall runs of five, ten, fifteen, and twenty seconds. As the season progresses you would want to cut the
time back down to the shorter wall runs that mimic the amount of time a sprinter drives in an actual 100, 200, and
400 dashes. The runner should start the drill with a hand clap to simulate the sound of a gun start. The coach should
make sure the athlete is far enough away from the wall to perform the leg drives entirely without feeling restricted. It
is important to keep the sprinter in a driving position with their head, shoulders, and hips in alignment. The
sprinter’s hands when possible should sit at shoulders height and no higher. A low fence or concrete walls near the
track are the best options.

Walking Wall Accelerations
The Walking Wall Acceleration is a useful drill to teach the progression of shin angles in a controlled
environment. I like to use this drill early in the season to work on basic skills needed in the drive phase. This
exercise teaches the sprinter to continue to push into the track as they are rising from the drive phase into maximum
velocity mechanics. The drill should set up on a solid wall or fence for your sprinter to balance on. You must have
your sprinter far away from the wall as they can while being supported with their arms in a fixed position on the
wall or fence. In the start of the drill, the sprinter should be placed in the drive phase position. Posture is critical.
Make sure you check your sprinter’s position is flat from the head, shoulders, hips, and knees. After establishing the
proper position, have your athlete push against the ground at the same time walking up to the wall. As the athlete
steps up to the wall make sure, they are keeping their back flat. The sprinter should finish in a standing position
close to the wall they were using for balance.

Stairs Two at a Time
Stairs are old school training that has worked a century to improve a person’s fitness and overall
athleticism. Stairs are for acceleration, maximum velocity, contact time, plyometric work, and other training
modalities. In the case of acceleration, stairs serve a great purpose. To use stairs to mimic what happens in the
acceleration phase of a sprint a few things must be considered before adding the activity to your coach’s tool kit.
First using stairs for acceleration the sprinter must take two at a time to help simulate the step pattern at the
beginning of the race. A sprinter early in the drive phase takes big powerful steps out of the blocks, and the foot
pattern used to cover two steps at a time mimic those powerful actions. Research suggests that if you are training to
simulate the power output related to a block start, it is imperative to prepare correctly by taking two steps at a time.
(Harris, Brown, Statler, Noffal, & Bartolini, 2014) In fact, only training one step at a time, improved power output
for one only step at a time and no improvement over two steps. Also, the forces produced taking on two steps are
significantly larger than those seen just covering one step. Combining the data from the research on step training
with the numerous studies on force production during the block start training two steps at a time becomes very
apparent.
The starting position at the beginning of a set of stairs is necessary. Make sure that your sprinter’s
traditional front leg in the blocks is also the front leg at the start of the stairs. Establishing foot placement, the next
thing, you need to do, is make sure your sprinter assumes the proper acceleration position with the head, shoulders,
and hips all in alignment. Their hands should be down and shoulders width apart to simulate the sprinter's hands on

the ground in the block start but the air above the steps. The coach then claps, and the sprinter violently pushes up
the steps like they would in the drive phase. The added load, of climbing the steps, is a wonderful way to overload
the sprinter to improve their particular strength in the drive phase. When doing multiple sets and types of stairs put
two at a time stairs first because it mimics acceleration. When possible, it is important to set up your sessions in
order of what your sprinter will experience during the race. For example, acceleration activities first, followed by
maximum velocity, speed endurance, etc.

Rise, Rise, Touch, and Go
Rise, Rise, Touch, and Go is a drill when your sprinter doesn’t get into the proper “Set” position before the
firing of the starter’s pistol. This training is used to teach the sprinter to put their hips in the correct position. The
sprinter hits the coach’s hand at the right elevation. The quickly go back down on to their knees then back up again
to the coach’s hand. The sprinter finishes the drill by going down and up one more time but this time when they feel
the hand the sprinter explodes down the track in a drive phase to the coach’s desired distance. We want the athlete to
be comfortable in a position that can be foreign if the sprinter is new or incorrectly learned how to place themselves
in the start block. You also want to teach them to rise and go. The drill is fun and allows the sprinter to get a larger
number of reps without bursting down the track an impractical number of times.

Modules for Acceleration
Banta Acceleration Stairs Series

2x20 Double Leg Hops for Speed

2x20 Every other step running

2x20 Javelin side steps right and left

2x20 Every Step running

2x20 Single Leg Hop Left and Right

Acceleration Stairs Series
As a coach, I like using stairs on a regular basis. Stairs are very useful when you are teaching acceleration
work to non-track and field speed athletes. We use a combination of running, jumping, and side steps when doing
the steps. I like side stepping in the end to give the athlete something to work with laterally as they move up to the
top of the stadium. In most drills, it is always wise to get your athletes to go in more than one plan of movement. As
we move farther into the season, you may want to add a weighted vest to increase the load. A vest as an increased
load becomes more important if you don’t have a stadium that can provide a large enough number of steps to all for
continued improvement throughout the year. I never have my athletes run back down the steps because that
increased load is not useful to any training, and I have seen people get hurt rushing down steps. Each athlete should
wait for their training partner in front of them to cover ten steps before they initiate their run to keep from tripping
each other.
Athlete’s Choice Acceleration Workout
When possible, it is important to empower your athletes by giving them a choice as to what type of
workout they are doing as long as it fits the theme of the day. A sprinter who has been training for a long time has
learned a thing or two about what works for them in training. A coach has a purpose and should never completely
turn over the reins to the athlete. A coach is necessary to keep things in perspective and the emotional anchor to
keep the sprinter on the path of progress. Giving the athlete some choice from time to time gives them ownership.
Certain athletes thrive on freedom and might complete a “choice" with the vigor that is absent when a coach drags
them through a speed endurance session. If the theme of the day is acceleration, there are a select number of
exercises an athlete must choose from to make the workout complete. First, your sprinter should choose any
combination of five acceleration drills/runs from those mentioned in chapter 3. The second thing you should do is
have your athlete select two activities referred to in the chapter on Maximum velocity. The last step to an Athlete
Choice Acceleration Workout is to have your athlete select up to five combinations of plyos from the plyometric
chapter. Before an athlete commences the training session make sure, you have the final stamp of approval to keep
the kids from doing too much and hurt themselves. Never put an “Athletes Choice” workout after a high-intensity
training session. Make sure your athletes are fresh. You can use an “Athletes Choice” training session as a reward
for a quality workout the sprinter can cash this reward in at a later date during the track season.

REACTION

SLED: HIP Strength ACCELERATION

1x10 Ball Drop (one or two balls) each

2x30 Sled pull- 50% BW

1x30 seconds Mirrors: partner reads and
mirrors action.

2x10 Sled driving walk- 100-150% BW

1x10 Hand Slappers each
1x10 Toe Steppers each

2x30 Sled pull- 50% BW
2x30 Sled pull- 30% BW
2x40 Technique acceleration

1x10 Ankle Slappers each
3x20Rebound Running
3x20 Rapid Ankling
3x30 High Rebound Steps
3x20 Rapid Rhythm leg drive
3x20 Rebound running with heel recovery
3x40 Rebound run blending to sprint
Reaction
Orignally created by Gary Winckler another fun module for a coach to play with acceleration with their
athletes. I think training should be fun more than just running fast and turning left. Sometimes you have to train in
unique ways off the track. Reaction is a core skill in sprinting that needs to be developed over time because myelin
wrapping to insulate neurons is a slow process. I like the order of this module listed above because it first blends
fun partner based action into actual horizontal running. This module should be used at the beginning of practice
after warm up and fit into days with an emphasis on acceleration. Make sure when your athletes partner up you
explain to their teammates the slapping/stepping is for contact and not for injury. You don’t want to lose someone
to something silly like a broken toe. When you use this module, it might be prudent to remove other warm up
activities involving acceleration work to keep the volume in that practice small.
Heavy Sled for Strength
Sleds are a commonly used method of teaching athletes to push out of the blocks. The load you put on the
sled plays a major role in the adaptation you can expect in return from the training. Pulling a heavy sled for strength
training is the polar opposite of the reaction module. Extremely heavy sleds are for horsepower and reaction drills
develop revolutions per minute. Heavy sled module created by Gary Winkler gives you some ideas that cannot be
used to improve velocity mechanics. Instead, it is to provide the athlete with a means specifically strengthen the
muscle groups responsible for acceleration of a sprint race. The loads are much heavier than a coach would typically
put on a sled in an acceleration activity. Loads of 50% to 150% are quite large. However, as you can see in coach
Winckler’s module, he uses a few walking reps at 150% body weight. This load not only works on improving brute
strength it also allows the sprinter to be held in different shin angles. The heavy weight holding the sprinter in these
positions allows the sprinter to move methodically to learn what angles they should look and feel like. The heavy
load removes the coach from needing to hold them in a drive position as they perform the sled pull with various
loads. Moving this drastically heavy weight can improve an athlete’s psyche. Nothing makes an athlete feel as
powerful as pushing or pull massive weight.

SLED: SPEED

Acceleration Games

2x40 Sled pull- 30%BW

2x10 Rollover Start

2x50 Technique acceleration

2x10 Walking Start: From walk hit mark and
accelerate

2x40 Sled pull- 30%BW
2x60 Technique acceleration

2x10 Dancing Start: With feet moving in
place accelerate without false step.

-Winckler need to reference

2x10 Side Step & Go: Take two steps
sideways, then drive off back foot and
accelerate the opposite direction
2x10 Crossover Step & Go: Crossover with
right foot, recover left foot and drive off left
going right (do opposite direction also)
2x10 Scramble Out: Start in prone position,
scramble out and accelerate
2x10 Push up position and Go
2x10 On your back roll out to right and Go

Sled for Speed
Doing sled work with a speed can be used at the beginning of a short to long periodization annual cycle,
during a speed themed micro-cycle, and during a peak cycle for a long to short system. PAP can be taken advantage
of when doing sled work. Using a 30% load can prime the nervous system to create a PAP response for the nonresisted technique accelerations following the sled pulls. With a PAP reaction, you can hack the body’s nervous
system to become even more explosive and powerful during training. You don’t want to do much weight or
repetition of the resisted sled pulls and fatigue the athlete and, for this reason, loose the PAP effect you are trying to
acquire.
Acceleration for Starting Skills
This is a personal training module that I use a lot in a short to long phase or annual plan. I often use this
when we're stuck inside and need to work on reaction training and acceleration work. We always try to make this
fun and even set up competitions like one on one to the 10-meter mark. The loser in the one on one has pushups. It is
important to keep things fresh and fun. When putting together, a starting skill acceleration module keeps the number
of drills at 6 to 9 exercises. I would always do the same drill at least twice to give the sprinter feedback when
possible on things they can do to improve. Monitor the volume you do in practice and when doing a high number of
reps keep the distance of the accelerations relatively short 10 to 20 meters. Pick a variety of different drills from the
list I have put in this chapter and have fun. When putting together the order, I would start with the exercises that are
standing in nature. As you progress through the modules, the drills should progressively put the sprinter into lower
and lower body positions. The module should end with the sprinter doing simulated starts or as low to the ground
you can get them.

Acceleration, Bound, and Step Over/Hit

Acceleration Endurance 3x60+80

3x40 Drive 5 + 10 Bounds + Step Over/Hit

1x60 Accelerate at 85% effort 2min rec

3x40 Drive 10 + 5 Bounds + Step Over/Hit

1x80 Accelerate at 90-93% effort 6min rec

3x40 Drive 12 + 5 Bounds + Step Over/Hit

1x60 Accelerate at 87% effort 3min rec
1x80 Accelerate at 90-93% effort 6min rec
1x60 Accelerate at 87% effort 3min rec

1x80 Accelerate at 90-93% effort 6min rec
Acceleration Variant Bound
Acceleration Variant Bound is one of the first modules I used on a regular basis. This workout comes
directly from the master coach Gary Winckler. I use this exercise for a couple of distinct purposes. First I want to
teach kids to make the most of each step they take in a race. Emphasizing different aspects of high-speed running
gives purpose and focus to each part of an interval. The change in emphasis works on breaking down issues sprinters
can acquire with rhythm lock/dynamic stereotypes (discussed later as a part of the chapter on Maximum Velocity).
Following the drive with bounding is to mimic the blending of pace that happens in between the initial start of the
race into maximum velocity phase. The bounding also teaches sprinters to create as much force as possible in a
limited amount of time. When the sprinter reaches the “step over/hit” phase of the interval they now must focus on
critical aspects of maximum velocity, heel recovery, the amplitude of the knee swing, and striking underneath
central of mass at contact. The “hit” cue tells the sprinter they are not just put the foot to the ground. Instead, they
are expected to punch the leg down attacking the surface of the track. The “step over/hit” phase can be the length
your sprinter maintains proper sprinting mechanics and pace.
Acceleration Endurance Module
Sprinters must be able to accelerate at near maximum efforts repeatedly on race day. As a sprinter, you
often have warmups, prelims, false starts, and multiple events you will have to contend with on the day of a meet. A
race day environment creates a need for a sprinter to the ability to repeat a high number of quality block starts. In
this module, the sprinter is asked to perform drive phases at different distances and perceived efforts. The sprinter
gets a reduced recovery after the less intense and shorter acceleration run. This distance, intensity, and recovery
mimic what a sprinter will see on the day of the race. For example, when a sprinter gets called out to the track from
the bullpen they could be stiff. For this reason, the effort might be slightly slower as the sprinter feels their legs out
and warms up. The recovery mimics what happens right before the race because usually after only one or two starts
the official starter will call the sprinters to their blocks. The time between the first practice start and the actual race
can be as short as 3mins.
The next interval has a higher required percentage of effort, nearly complete race distance, and longer recovery
period. The higher rate of energy along with the increased distance is to mimic and simulate the real competitive
effort for the actual race. The recoveries for these intervals must be longer. The increased recovery is mandatory
because the intervals are more exhausting than the less intense and shorter repetitions in the workout. The extended
recovery should allow the sprinter to repeat these intervals a handful of times in practice to improve the sprinter's
acceleration endurance.

Elite Coaches and Athletes Responses to Questions about
Acceleration
What do you believe is the hardest skill to acquire that is teachable? How do you attack it in your training?
I wanted to say learning proper acceleration patterns, whether it is for a sprinter,
a hurdler, horizontal jumper, or vertical jumper. To me, the acceleration
mechanics of an athlete make or break their future success.
However, I am going to with the ability of the athlete to recognize that each event
is different. I’ll use the long jump and triple jump as an example. It is my
experience that a lot of athletes (and coaches!) realize that the long jump and
triple jump differ because you only jump once in the LJ and three times in the TJ,
however they fail to understand that the two events are as different as the 100m is
to the 400m! The long jump approach, set up, take-off and flight might have
similarities to the same phases in the triple jump, but there are distinct (and
important!) differences. If we assume that in most programs the same athlete will
do both horizontal jumps, most coaches would probably practice LJ and TJ
approach on the same days; I would not. To help the athlete understand that both approaches require a different
rhythm, etc. I would practice them on two different days (example Monday LJ approach and Wednesday TJ
approach).
Most athletes, because of the way they are coached, do not separate the two events and therefore make mistakes
in both events. To help the athletes learn, I physically separate the training protocols on two different days.
-Mike Cunningham USATF Instructor and DI Coach
What technical flaw do you most commonly see in your event group and how do you attack it as a coach?
Sprinters (mainly 100m) tend to reverse the race patterns by using frequency too early
and going to big arms and long striding late. Young sprinters feel if they are the
quickest they will win. It will work when you are just better than the rest. But when
faced with equal or better talent, their flawed race model gets them beaten up. Start
practice that teaches patience (most sprinters want to get out before God got the
news!. Brooks Johnson) is critical. They will feel that patience is slow, but you have to
teach them the power and speed that comes from patience. As a boy, my brothers and I
would have rubber band wars and my oldest would take his time pulling back the
rubber band while I shot him quickly with 4 or 5 rubber bands. But when he had
gotten the rubber band pulled back to where he thought would inflict the most
damage, he’d let go, causing a painful but quick surrender. Starts uphill and cresting the hill to teach the gear
change to frequency. Starts over 30 meters with demanding as long but as fast a stride as possible. Fly runs over
50-60 meters with the last 20 meters hitting tape set at a shorter stride length.

-Tony Veney USATF Level III Sprints, Hurdles and Relay Instructor and DI Coach

Either popping straight up out of the blocks or running bent over and with a lot of backside mechanics. We work on getting stronger and filming starts, as well as running short
steep hills.

-Mark Ward Elite High School Coach and Jack of All Trades

What are the skills you focus on the most in practice and why?
Acceleration. Everything we do in track and field has an acceleration component to it. If
we can master that, then we’ve started down the right path. Since we reach 50% of our
max speed in our 2nd step out of the blocks (Mann, 2008), proper acceleration is a must.

-Mark Ward Elite High School Coach and Jack of All Trades

How do you get the athletes to complete a proper drive phase?
I have never gotten an athlete to complete a “drive phase. “I am looking forward to that
day. The problem is that, existent in the culture, there is an idea that driving is a ‘phase’ of
the race. That is only true in the strictest terms of scientific measurement and has no place
in the actual kinesthetic feeling of the event as experienced and EXECUTED by the athlete
during performance or training. Therefore, in my opinion, teaching the ‘drive phase’ has
no place in the instruction of sprinters. Novice sprinters and under-achieving sprinters run
the race as if there IS a drive phase, hence a necessary shortening of the crucial
acceleration depth that we seek. It is far more accurate to say that the ENTIRE RACE IS
THE DRIVE PHASE, or that one simply must “push the entire race”, through one’s
extension post. We tell our athletes “ push the entire race”. Observing the truly great
sprint practitioners (Bolt, Lewis, Jeter), it is evident that when they commonly attain a
vertical post, they continue to push down (step down) vertically, through the surface of the track, thus pushing
themselves UP, vertically. That is why the best sprinters are bouncy -- they step down athletically, to bounce
themselves up. It is a vertical, rather than horizontal, consciousness for the athlete during the upright part of the
sprint. Instead of ‘striding out” , they rightly choose to march in place with precise sharpness, feeling like they go
nowhere but UP. The horizontal component is a by-product of this pursuit of pushing through the post at every
ground contact. The horizontal component need not be coached since it is a result of had vertical force designs.
Coach his vertical application of force through each posted step. Only the angle of the post changes as the race
develops, and the aware athlete just keeps pushing through the ascending lean of the body as progress toward the
finish is made with each subsequent ground strike.
This notion is simple, but counter-intuitive to the faulty concepts that sprinters have come to acquire before they
even arrive at the coach's doorstep.
-Vince Anderson Elite and College Sprint Coach of 100s of All-Americans, Olympians, and national Champions

We break down the components of piston drive action. With a sled we progress
from walking , then bounding, running, then move to blocks and competitive
accelerations. By the time its time for blocks I have to keep stressing the need to
transition and set up the run. The point of the drive is to set up momemntum for
the most important part, the max velocity phase. Too much commitment to driving
can achieve victory to 30m but failure to 100m.

-Jonas Tawiah-Dodoo Elite British Professional Coach of numerous Olympic
level athletes

We teach these concepts from day one of training. We utilized build up
stationary starts at the end of each warmup, every day of the training week.
During these runs which are constantly monitored by staff we teach the
principles, fundamentals and big picture cues. We also train acceleration in two
standalone sessions weekly, most of the year so athletes get plenty of attempts at
mastery under fire and with accountability on the line.
-Dan Pfaff Track & Field Super Coach, multiple World Championship, and
Olympic Medalists

I think this is one of the most difficult things to do in training and requires a lot of
filming to get it right for the particular athlete. But some cues that I think are important
are as follows;

Make sure athlete is not too bunched up in the blocks and pushes off both feet to get
started.

The torso need to raise too create space for knee to come through.

Bring the leg through, try to put the hip into the shoulder. I have found this to be the most effective cue in getting
an athlete to get their foot underneath their center of mass.

And, keep a sharp angle in the knee as long as possible while creating as much distance between knees as
possible.

Of course, all of this is not possible without balance and posture. Once those go, everything else will collapse.

-Chris Korfist successful high school coach and personal trainer of numerous professional athletes

I am constantly trying to teach proper mechanics, from step 1 and every day. I have
stopped using a lot of drills to do just drills, I try pick relevant drills for the day and
keep the volume around 200-300 meters. The warm up, the drills and cool downs are
all volume that I monitor. So for me the general warm up is the key for my daily
teachings.
-Rana Reider Professional Sprint and Jump Coach

If you have one unique thing in your sprint program that you do that others don't what would it be? How do
you use? Why do you do it and why do you think other coaches don't?
I don’t think I have any unique training. I put some training that I like.

Down slope blocks

Up Hill Drills

Up Hill Marks

Towings

Stair

-Hiroyasu Tsuchie Japanese National Coach, Olympic, and World Finalist

What makes a great block start and how do you build it?
A great block start has a multitude of useful traits like quick, powerful, and
consistent. Another aspect of good block start is limited wasted motion. Limiting
wasted motion happens at the very first twitch of the sprinter’s muscles. One thing
good sprinters could learn from NFL wide receiver’s is limiting negative or false
steps. As a coach, you never want to see your sprinter rock back into the blocks and
then take off. If incorrectly they rock back into the block, force them to sit deeper
into the blocks. If they pop up to soon then make sure the sprinter is not to close to
the starting line and can clear the blocks comfortably. If they have enough space at
the front of the block they might be underpowered. DON’T EVER make the go

underneath a broomstick or some other apparatus to stay low. Fix their position, angles, block placement, or
work to improve their power. Putting a stick over their head will only force them to bend over at the waste break
posture and have what I call a “false drive phase.”

As I stated previously, don’t let them look up at the starter or the finish line. Make sure you emphasis reacting to
nothing else but the sound of the gun. Another thing that drives me crazy is when I see sprinters leaning over the
start, and all of their weight is on their hands. Never and I mean never should the arms feel like they should be
holding the brunt of the weight. The legs and the butt are the strongest muscle in the body in that position and
correctly using these powerful muscles should be paramount. If you are leaning way out over your hands most
likely your legs are not activated enough and giving what I call pre-push. Pre-push is where your sprinter should
have equal tension pressing isometrically against the blocks with both of their legs and balancing that pressure to
some degree back into the blocks with their hands. This pretension provides a little more stiffness and I believe
reduces reaction time. Pre-push doesn’t mean your sprinter should look like they are a coiled tiger hunting prey
in the wilderness. Their body positions should generally be set but in the blocks, they should be actively
isometrically contracting over the four limbs.

Building the proper block start is a skill and requires lots of practice. Most novice sprinters can actually drive a
lot longer than they realize. Using a cone as the target for them to drive is always good. As a young sprinter, it is
a paradox of thought to stay in the drive phase and not get right up into running as they see their peers jumping
out to an early lead by doing so. Athletes who don’t have the specific strength need to spend time pulling the sled
to learn how to push down the track. Sled pulling doesn’t make you faster in a vacuum, but part of a balanced
sprint program will teach you how to use the force of your muscles to stay low with proper shin angles and body
mechanics. Other techniques that are notable to explain a proper drive phase is using wall runs, hurdle pushes,
and the bullet belt.

-Ryan Banta Sprinter’s Compendium Author

What is the best concept in training that you have adopted over your training career?
Hill sprints are the best idea I have evolved in my training and coaching. When I
trained in Los Angeles from 87'-92', the prevailing thought was that hills were hard on
the knees and unnecessary. John Smith famously said that modern athletes were spoiled
by driving and riding scooters everywhere and that hills cause Achilles problems. In the
past 2 years, Charlie Francis and Mike Hurst's views on hill training as safer on your
knees and hamstrings has greatly influenced my training. I have been able to regain my
explosiveness in my stride that I had in my 20's.

-Drew Roberson Masters Athlete and Owner of Fit Memphis Magazine

